
copywriting - copyediting - content strategy

ELEVATING THE WAY YOU COMMUNICATE



How are you telling
your story?

Everyone has a story to tell, a dream to pursue and a
purpose to fulfill…why let the fear of writing, public speaking

or simply not knowing what to say or where to start, stifle
what you’re destined to be?  

 
Understanding that expertly crafted copy opens windows to

unlimited opportunities and earning potential, our team of
senior and junior writers work to strategically tell our clients'

stories in a way that makes it impossible not to grasp the
audiences' attention!  
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Here’s how we can
help

Before you waste another second trying to balance
knowing what to write, figuring out how to say it, being

eloquent AND trying to be persuasive, listen to this: 
 

Eloquence Unlimited is here to relieve all of your writing
woes. 

 
We take your genius and use our natural knack for

wordplay to craft, edit, and write compelling copy for
entrepreneurs, organizations, and individuals who want
results-driven, articulate, professional-level words that

do the speaking for them.



Our Clientele 

Career Professionals: 9 to 5 go getters ready to leave stagnant jobs and
and earn better pay and bigger opportunities with results-driven résumés  
Executives: C-Suite Executives seeking articulate & professional business
correspondences to effectively communicate with colleagues and key
stakeholders
Entrepreneurs: Business owners in need of assistance with developing
refined brand messaging used to connect with target audiences, while
boosting engagement and increasing sales 
Students: Undergraduate, graduate & non-traditional working students,
dealing with a serious case of "writers block" when writing or revising
research papers, essays, presentations and discussion posts
Website Designers: Graphic and web design require hours of intense
attention to detail, so we partner with design gurus to provide compelling
copy that compliments their work

Here are some of the incredible people we work best
with…



Signature  Writing
Services 

Résumés  
Cover Letters
LinkedIn Optimization 
Curriculum Vitae (CV)
Biography Statements 
Elevator Pitches 
Business Plans (Profit & Non-Profit) 
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Sales Emails
Landing Pages
Press Releases
Blogs
Webpage Copy
Presentations & Pitch Decks
Dissertations
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A Cut Above 
the Rest!  

 
No shade, but when it comes to other

copywriting agencies, we simply do not
compete where we don't compare. 

 
Our unique style of writing has landed

clients 6-figure salaries, job relocations,
increased engagement and conversion, and

more than 20K in grant funding. 
 

Check out how we stack up against the
competition and remain "a cut above the

rest!"  

          ELOQUENCE UNLIMITED 
                     OTHER COPYWRITING FIRMS



Check the
Receipts!

Don't just take our word for it...



Owner & Chief Copywriter 

KEONTÁ  S.  RAMSEY

An accomplished copywriter and kick-butt content strategist,
Keontá uses her quick wit & intuitive word play to curate attention
grabbing copy; helping professionals, executives, business owners

& students tell their unique stories & secure the bag!
 

More than a writer, Keontá is a masterful wordsmith, renowned for
her engaging & entertaining style of storytelling. 

 
Her gift of gab coupled with an innate ability to use words in

effectively solving problems, providing perspective, and converting
potential customers to paying clientele has helped dozens of people

secure lucrative opportunities. And guess what? 
YOU'RE NEXT!



Enough Talking, 
Let's Work!

www.EloquenceUnlimited.com

WEBSITE

info@eloquenceunlimited.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

https://www.facebook.com/eloquenceunlimited/
 

INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/eloquence_unlimitedllc/

 

FACEBOOK


